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FOREWORD
The purpose to be served by collecting and distributing the material
contained in this booklet is communication—communication among University
staff members and communication between University research workers and
public school personnel. It is intended to provide information about
research activities in the College of Education and of persons in depart-
ments outside the College whose interests involve them in "educational
research."
Last Fall all staff members in the College of Education were requested
to report on research projects in which they were engaged (or expected to
begin) during the current academic year. Staff members in departments not
in the College of Education who had previously contributed were asked to
report on projects that "might be of interest to persons in education."
These departments included Physical Education, Political Science, Sociology,
Psychology, Children's Research Center, English, Speech, Theater, Home
Economics and Music.
The classification scheme was taken from the National Register of
Educational Researchers (Phi Delta Kappa, 1966) with some modifications. The
abstracts have been reported just as researchers submitted them and edited
only in the interest of brevity and clarity. It is hoped that persons who
find titles of interest will contact the principal investigators for addi-
tional information.
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ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION
Robert A. Burnham. Environmental and Structural Characteristics of Educational
Innovation
Terry Denny. Evaluation of In-Service Education Project of the Follow Through
Program Using Engelmann-Becker Procedures and Behavioral Principles
William P. McLure. Early Childhood and Basic Elementary and Secondary Education,
Satellite Project of the National Educational Finance Project
John Salvia. Experience and Skills Thought Desirable for Doctoral Level Per-
sonnel in Special Education
Wilber D. Simmons. Dissemination Project
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Title: Environmental and Structural Characteristics of Educational Innovation
Principal investigator and department: R. A. Burnham (Edl. Admin. & Suprv.)
Purpose: The objective of this study is to develop a comparative model of change
in complex organizations. The model provides a conceptual framework
for analysis of interrelated organizational characteristics (environ-
mental factors and structural elaboration) that are potential determi-
nants of innovation.
Independent variables of environmental variability, structural differen-
tiation, and integration of public school districts categorized as
early or late innovators, the dependent variable, will be examined to
determine the extent to which predicted relationships exist.
Subjects: Unit school districts in Illinois
Methods: Survey Research
Estimated terminal date: January, 1970
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Title: Evaluation of In-Service Education Project of the Follow Through Program
Using Engelmann-Becker Procedures and Behavioral Principles
Principal investigator and department: Terry Denny (CIRCE)
Purpose: To monitor the effectiveness of the University of Illinois courses
offered in 14 sites which are utilizing the Engelmann-Becker Model
in Follow Through
Methods: Site visit, accreditation model
Publication references and/or plans: Report to College of Education and Graduate
School
Cooperative or supporting groups: Follow Through, U.S.O.E.
Date initiated: September, 1969 Estimated terminal date: September, 1970
Additional staff:
Dr. Gordon Hoke, Evaluation Specialist
Sue German, Research Assistant
David Addison, Research Assistant
Clencie Cottin, Research Assistant
Title: Early Childhood and Basic Elementary and Secondary Education, Satellite
Project of the National Educational Finance Project
Principal investigator and department: William P. McLure(Bur. of Ed. Res. &
Edl. Admin. & Suprv.)
Purpose: To describe the educational needs of individuals, programs and services
to meet the needs, cost analysis of existing programs, and projected
costs of alternative programs by 1980.
Subjects: Twenty-eight local school systems, experimental programs for National
sample of early childhood education, sample of schools of Bureau of
Indian Affairs.
Methods: (1) Survey, (2) Review of literature, (3) Consultations with selected
leaders, scholars, (4) Cost analysis
Publication references and/or plans: Project report will be made to the U.S.O.E.
Cooperating or supporting groups: U. S. Office of Education, Sample of Local
School Systems, State Departments of Education, Consultants
Date initiated: April 1, 1969 Estimated terminal date: May 30, 1970
Additional staff:
Audra Mae Pence, Associate Director
Arthur Gillis, Assistant Director
Stanley Rumbaugh, Assistant Director
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Carol A. Scharlau, Research Assistant
Wanda Yelmokas , Research Assistant
Karin Myers, Research Assistant
Jae Won Choi, Research Assistant
Gary Howrey, Research Assistant
David Washburn, Research Assistant
Nedra Boyer, Clerk-typist III
Helen Holter, Clerk-typist III
Sally Cormier, Clerical Assistant
Title: Experience and Skills Thought Desirable for Doctoral Level Personnel
in Special Education
Principal investigator and department: John Salvia (Special Education)
Purpose: To determine the qualifications sought by those persons hiring doctoral
level personnel to work in departments of Special Education at the
college level.
Subjects: 150 Colleges having a special education program
Methods: frequency counts, correlational analysis
Cooperating or supporting groups : IREC
Date initiated: September 1, 1969 Estimated terminal date: June 1, 1970
Title: Dissemination Project
Principal investigator and department: Wilber D. Simmons (Special Education)
Purpose: To examine and analyze the processes and products of dissemination
used in various types of educational systems and determine the
relative impact.
Subjects: School administrators, project directors and relevant professional
staff associated with the cooperating groups named above.
Methods: Descriptive analysis
Major findings thus far: Strategies and techniques of educational dissemination
have to be based on the educational objectives for a particular
setting.
Cooperating or supporting groups: U.S. Office of Education; University of
Illinois at Urbana; Highland Park School District #108; West Leyden
High School
Publication references and/or plans: Dissemination Guidelines
Date initiated: July 1, 1969 Estimated terminal date: August 31, 1970
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COMPARATIVE EDUCATION
Belden Fields. The Revolution Betrayed: The French Student Revolt of May-June
1968
Samuel Gove. Politics of State University Support and Control
Tom Heggan and Robert Scott. Political Socialization in the Secondary Schools of
Bogota, Colombia
Walter V. Kaulfers. Status of Education in Colombia
Alan Peshkin. Correlates of Modernism
Mitchell Weiss. A Comparison of the Political Attitudes and Beliefs of Extreme
Left Wing Students to those of the General Student Population at the
University of Illinois
Barbara A. Yates. Mission Education and Social Policies in Belgian Africa
1876-1908
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Title: The Revolution Betrayed: The French Student Revolt of May-June 1968.
Principal investigator and department: Belden Fields (Political Science)
Method: Historical
Cooperating or supporting groups: University Research Board
Title: Politics of State University Support and Control
Principal investigator and department: Samuel Gove (Political Science)
Cooperating or supporting groups: Carnegie Corporation
Title: Political Socialization in the Secondary Schools of Bogota, Colombia
Principal investigator and department: Tom Heggan and Robert Scott (Political
Science)
Method: Field Study
Cooperating or supporting groups: Brookings Institute; Social Science Research
Council
Title: Status of Education in Colombia
Principal investigator and department: Walter V. Kaulfers (Sec. & Cont . Ed.,
and Hist. & Phil, of Ed.)
Purpose: Status of education in representative Latin-American countries
Subjects: Orphanages, schools, universities in Colombia
Methods: Interviews, documentary reports, visits to schools and universities
Major findings thus far: Similarity between educational reforms in Colombia
and in other developing countries because of similar needs, trends,
and conditions.
Publication references and/or plans: 20-minute color movie (8mm) teaching
film "Going to School in Colombia" now being edited for class use
and public-service lectures.
Date initiated: August, 1969 Estimated terminal date: February, 1970
Title: Correlates of Modernism
Principal investigator and department: Alan Peshkin (Kist . & Phil, of Ed.)
Purpose: Understanding of relationship between education, and other variables,
and traditionalism and modernism
Cooperating or supporting groups: Center for International Comparative Studies
Date initiated: Spring, 1969 Estimated terminal date: 1974
Additional staff: Eui-do Rim, Research Assistant
Title: A comparison of the political attitudes and beliefs of extreme left
wing students to those of the general student population at the
University of Illinois
Principal investigator and department: Mitchell Weiss (Political Science)
Cooperating or supporting groups: Political Science Department
Title: Mission Education and Social Policies in Belgian Africa 1976-1908
Principal investigator and department: Barbara A. Yates (Hist. & Phil, of Ed.)
Purpose: Historical scholarship
Date initiated: 1964 Estimated terminal date: 1969
CURRICULUM
Max Beberman, T. T. Robinson, Peter Shoresman, Peter Braunfeld, Sylvia Pattison,
and Joella Gipson. UICSM Elementary School Math-Science (Elementary
School)
James C. Chalfant. A School Program for Trainable Children (Early Childhood)
Dolores Durkin. Language Arts Program for Pre-First Grade Children (Early Child-
hood)
John E. Erickson, Roland Holmes, William Marquardt. Development of Interactions
Between Prospective English Teachers and Public School Students (Sec-
ondary School and Higher Education)
Rupert N. Evans. Relationship of Secondary School Curriculum Taken to Success
In and Out of School (Secondary School)
Rupert N. Evans. Needs for Vocational Education in Illinois, By Occupational
Group (Adult Continuing and Higher Education)
Marc W. Gold. Lincoln School Project for Emotionally Disturbed Children (Special
Education)
J. N. Hook, and Paul H. Jacobs. Behavioral Objectives in English, Grades 9-12
(Secondary School)
J. McV. Hunt and Josephine Arasteh. Infant Development in an Orphanage with
Various Enrichments (Early Childhood)
Harold H. Lerch. Children's Reactions to Different Types of Practice Exercises
in Elementary Mathematics (Elementary School)
Alan Madsen and Alan Purves. The State of Knowledge of Teaching of Literature
in Secondary School (Secondary School)
Jack E. Razor. An Analysis of Physical Education Basic Instruction Programs at
the University of Illinois and Selected Illinois High Schools (Sec-
ond-cry School, Higher Education in Physical Education)
John Salvia, Gary M. Clark, and James Ysseldyke. Pilot: Effect of Observed
Behavior on Label Stability (Special Education)
Wilber D. Simmons. Survey and Analysis of Higher Education Programs for the
Disadvantaged Student (Higher Education)
Hazel T. Spitze. Project HELLM (Home Economics Low Literacy Materials) (Second-
ary School and Adult Continuing)
Bernard Spodek. Black Curriculum Development Project (Early Childhood and
Elementary School)
Steven Szabo, Max Beberman, and Herbert Vaughan. Logic for Secondary School
Teachers (Higher Education)
Robert M. Tomlinson. Longitudinal, Integrated Study of Practical Nursing
Herbert E. Vaughan. UICSM Project on Logic and Proof (Higher Education)
W. R. Zemlin. The Use of Rate and Frequency Controlled Speech Recordings for the
Blind (Special Education)
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Title: UICSM Elementary School Math-Science Project
Principal investigators and departments: Max Beberman, T. T. Robinson,
Peter Shoresman, Peter Braunfeld, Sylvia Pattison, and Joella
Gipson (Curriculum Laboratory)
Purpose: Develop new curricula and teaching procedures for elementary schools
Subjects: Math, Science, Art, Dance
Methods: Utilize an "integrated day" patterned after English research and
supply new curricula.
Cooperating or supporting groups: National Science Foundation
Date initiated: July 1, 1969
Title: A School Program for Trainable Children
Principal investigator and department: James C. Chalfant (Special Education)
Purpose: To develop a curriculum in self-help recreation, and language skills
for trainable children.
Subjects: Children with Downs Syndrome
Methods: Four experimental classes and four contrast classes
Major findings thus far: Developed curriculum content and procedures
Cooperating or supporting groups: Departments of Speech, Recreation, Special
Education, and the Adler Zone Center
Date initiated: September 1, 1967 Estimated terminal date: June, 1970
Additional staff:
Dr. Ronald Silikovitz
Mrs. Lee Wright Hipsher
Title: Language Arts Program for Pre-First Grade Children
Principal investigator and department: Dolores Durkin (Elementary Education)
Purpose: Current purpose : To follow the progress of children participating
in two year pre-school program through fourth grade
Cooperating or supporting groups: Carnegie Corporation
Date initiated: September, 1967 Estimated terminal date: June, 1973
Title: Development of Interactions Between Prospective English Teachers and
Public School Students
Principal investigators and department: John E. Erickson, Roland Holmes, and
William Marquardt (Secondary and Continuing Education)
Purpose: To explore new areas of interaction between prospective teachers of
English and public school students
Subjects: Both the teacher candidates in English education and the high
school students are subjects
Cooperating or supporting groups: East St. Louis High School, classes in English
taught by Mrs. Sharon Klugmar and Mr. Ron Adams
Publication references and/or plans: English Journal , NCTE
Date initiated: January, 1969
Additional staff: Hank Slotnick
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Title: Relationship of Secondary School Curriculum Taken to Success In and
Out of School
Principal investigator and department: Rupert N. Evans (Voc. Tec. Ed. and. Bur,
of Ed. Res.)
Purpose: Identify factors associated with choice of curriculum
Subjects: Persons who were secondary school students in 1960-63
Methods: Identify factors associated with choice of curriculum and with success
in school and in employment after leaving school, compared by cur-
riculum in which the student was enrolled.
Major findings thus far: Students enrolled in the "general curriculum" are far
less successful than those in the college preparatory or vocational
curricula, though they have higher academic aptitude and socio-
economic status than the latter.
Cooperating or supporting groups: Project Talent, U.S.O.E.
Publication references and/or plans: Preliminary report sent to U.S.O.E.,
Publication scheduled by Bureau of Higher Education for January, 1970
Date initiated: July, 1969 Estimated terminal date: August, 1970
Title: Needs for Vocational Education In Illinois, By Occupational Group
Principal investigator and department: Rupert N. Evans (Voc. Tec. Ed. and Bur.
of Ed. Res.)
Purpose: Assist in vocational education planning for Illinois. Evaluate
adequacy of current programs.
Methods: Compare manpower needs projections with numbers of students graduating,
by occupational field, in different types of vocational programs.
Cooperating or supporting group: Bureau of Educational Research, State Division
of Vocational and Technical Education
Date initiated: September, 1969 Estimated terminal date: July, 1970
Additional staff: Jack Huck, Research Assistant
Title: Lincoln School Project for Emotionally Disturbed Children
Principal investigator and department: Marc W. Gold (Special Education)
Purpose: Stimulus Control of Deviant Behavior
Subjects: 6-11 year-old acting out and withdrawn children
Cooperating or supporting groups: Children's Research Center and Urbana Schools
Date initiated: September 1, 1969
Title: Behavioral Objectives in English, Grades 9-12
Principal investigators and departments: J. N. Hook, Paul H. Jacobs (English)
plus representatives of Indiana University and Purdue University
Purpose: To prepare a catalog of representative behavioral objectives in
English for grades 9-12.
Subjects: High school English students
Methods: Meetings with writer-consultants in 1969-70; tryouts in schools (nation-
wide) in 1970-71
Cooperating or supporting groups: USOE grant to Illinois, with sub-contracts for
Indiana and Purdue
Publication references and/or plans: Plan to publish the catalog upon termination
of the project
Date initiated: June 15, 1969 Estimated terminal date: June 15, 1971
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Title: Infant Development in an Orphanage with Various Enrichments
Principal investigators and departments: J. McVicker Hunt (Psychology) and
Josephine Arasteh (Elementary Education)
Purpose: To demonstrate the effects of audio-visual enrichment administered
through a tape recorder and with mobiles which the infants can
activate by means of their own activities on the progress of psycho-
logical development as assessed by the Uzgiris-Hunt scales.
Subjects: Infants being reared from within two weeks of birth onward in the
orphanage of the foundation.
Methods: Wave design. First a longitudinal study with the scales of children
developing in the orphanage without enrichment , then audio-visual
enrichment with another longitudinal study, then human enrichment.
Cooperating or supporting group: Orphanage of the Farah Pahlavi Foundation,
and the University of Tehran, and the Tehran Research Unit, in
Tehran, Iran
Date initiated: 1966 Estimated terminal date: August 31, 1973
Additional staff: Dr. Josephine Arasteh, Project director in Tehran
Miss Guitty Nassehy, Research Associate
Title:
Purpose:
Children's Reactions to Different Types of Practice Exercises in
Elementary Mathematics
Principal investigator and department: Harold H. Lerch (Elementary Education)
To determine whether first grade and second grade children react
differently to various types of practice exercises in elementary
mathematics. Two Parts. (1) Are first grade children more likely
to respond correctly to one type of example than they will to another
type? (2) Do second grade children have different feelings about
various types of practice exercises?
First and Second grade children
One test for each level; Comparisons made on part scores by t-test
and chi-square.
Major findings thus far: a. First grade children are more likely to respond
correctly to examples stated in open sentence and computational form
than they are to closed sentences to be considered either true or
false, b. Not completed
Cooperating or supporting groups: Urbana Public Schools
Additional staff: Carol Engle
Subjects
Methods
:
Title: The State of Knowledge of Teaching of Literature in Secondary Schools
Principal investigators and departments: Alan L. Madsen (Sec. & Cont . Ed.)
and Alan Purves (English)
Purpose: Assess knowledge in the area
Publication references and/or plans: Monograph through National Council of
Teachers of English
Cooperating or supporting groups: Endowment for the Humanities
Methods: Status study of empirical research
Date initiated: September 1, 1969 Estimated terminal date: January 1, 1971
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Title: An Analysis of Physical Education Basic Instruction Programs at the
University of Illinois and Selected Illinois High Schools
Principal investigator and department: Jack E. Razor (Physical Education for Men)
Purpose: Improve the curricular offerings in physical education at the univer-
sity level
Subjects: 4,000 college students—100 high schools
Methods : Survey
Cooperating or supporting groups: University of Illinois Departments of Physical
Education for Men and Women. Selected Illinois High Schools
Publication references and/or plans: 175 copies of report under cover for our
use and by other high schools, colleges and universities in the United
States
Title: Pilot: Effect of Observed Behavior on Label Stability
Principal investigators and departments: John Salvia, Gary M. Clark, and James
Ycseldyke (Special Education)
Purpose: To evaluate how the observation of student behavior is affected by
diagnostic labels
Subjects: College students preparing to teach either mentally retarded or
normal children
Methods: Initially a 3x3 ANOVA
Date initiated: January 1, 1970 Estimated terminal date: June 1, 1970
Title: Survey and Analysis of Higher Education Programs for the Disadvantaged
Student
Principal investigator and department: Wilber D. Simmons (Special Education)
Purpose: This study will establish base line data on the status, practices and
progress of the various types of special opportunity and developmental
educational projects existent among colleges and universities in below
five states.
Methods: Survey study
Cooperating or supporting groups: U. S „ Office of Education, Chicago; Higher
Education Institutions in the States of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
Michigan and Wisconsin
Date initiated: June 1, 1969 Estimated terminal date: January 31, 1970
Title: Project HELLM (Home Economics Low Literacy Materials)
Principal investigator and department: Hazel T. Spitze (Voc . Tec. Ed.)
Purpose: To provide home economics currii ulum materials for adult basic educa-
tion and for slow readers in secondary schools
Major findings thus far: Youth and adults with very low reading levels can like
to read if materials on their interest level and their reading level
are available.
Publication references and/or plans: Two books published by Steck Vaughn Co. (at
third grade reading level) one, serially, in News for You , Laubach
Literacy Foundation Newspaper. A Report will appear in a publication
of American Home Economics Association in 1970
Date initiated: 1965 Estimated terminal date: indefinite
Additional staff: Reba J. Davis
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Title: Black Curriculum Development Project
Principal investigator and department: Bernard Spodek (Elementary Education)
Purpose: To develop black curriculum for kindergarten primary grades
Date initiated: September 1, 1969 Estimated terminal date: June 30, 1971
Adidtional staff: Harjorie Lee, Doris White, Joyce Riley
Title: Logic for Secondary School Teachers
Principal investigators and departments: Steven Szabo, Max Beberman, Herbert
Vaughan (Education—Curriculum Laboratory)
Purpose: To develop text for a course in logic for secondary school teachers
Subjects: Prospective and in-service secondary school mathematics teachers
Methods: Develop text materials from an outline of content created by Dr.
Vaughan; try text materials in courses designed for prospective and
in-service mathematics teachers each semester beginning in June, 1969,
and ending in February 1971; revisions to be based on experiences.
Cooperating or supporting groups: National Science Foundation
Date initiated: February, 1969 Estimated terminal date: February, 1971
Title: Longitudinal, Integrated Study of Practical Nursing
Principal investigator and department: Robert M. Tomlinson (Voc. Tec. Ed.)
Purpose: Improvement of selection process, educational programs and utiliza-
tion of graduates in employment
Subjects: Practical nursing students and faculty—actually programs
Methods: Questionnaires, on-site interviews and testing and follow-up
Major findings thus far: Patterns and characteristics of employed practical
nurses and students. Curriculum patterns, relationship of character-
istics of individuals and school success.
Cooperating or supporting groups: All 31 schools of practical nursing in
Illinois
.
Date initiated: June, 1965 Estimated terminal date: February, 1970
Title: UICSM Project on Logic and Proof
Principal investigator and department: Herbert E. Vaughan (Mathematics and
Curriculum Laboratory)
Purpose: To teach university students to write mathematical proofs; to develop
a textbook for this purpose.
Major findings thus far: Preliminary version of text used successfully with
Academic Year Institute class during the summer of 1969
Cooperating or supporting groups: Support by National Science Foundation
Date initiated: February 1, 1969 Estimated terminal date: January 31, 1971
Additional staff: Steven Szabo, Research Associate
Title: The Use of Rate and Frequency Controlled Speech Recordings for the
Blind
Principal investigator and department: W. R. Zemlin (Speech)
Purpose: To exploit rate controlled recordings in the education of handicapped
children
Subjects: Blind-hearing handicapped children
Publication references and/or plans: Proceedings of Louisville Conference on
rate controlled recordings.
Cooperating or supporting groups: U.S.O.E.
Date initiated: January, 1966 Estimated terminal date: indefinite
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GOALS AND FUNCTIONS OF EDUCATION
Walter Feinberg. The Idea of Progressive Education
Ralph A. Smith. The Future of Aesthetic Culture and Education
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Title: The Idea of Progressive Education
Principal investigator and department: Walter Feinberg, Hist. & Phil, of Ed.)
Purpose: To evaluate the ideas of progressive education and the way these
ideas became institutionalized.
Methods: Library research.
Major findings thus far: From early educational reformers I have attempted to
develop a conceptual scheme analyzing factors involved in varying
views of educational reform.
Cooperating or supporting groups : Research grant , University of Illinois
Research Board
Date initiated: Summer, 1969 Estimated terminal date: Fall, 1971
Additional staff: Richard Hult, Research Assistant
Title: The Future of Aesthetic Culture and Education
Principal investigator and department: Ralph A. Smith (Bur. of Ed. Res.)
Purpose: To identify topics and selected sources which pertain to the future
of aesthetic culture and education
Methods: The initial phase of the project consists of devising a classifica-
tion system and the scanning of literature.
Cooperating or supporting groups: Bureau of Educational Research
Date inititated: September, 1969 Estimated terminal date: Indefinite
Additional staff: Charles Rogers, Research Assistant
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GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING/SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
Russell A. Chadbourn, Faite R. Mack. The Effect of Special Placement Upon
Retarded Children's Self-Perception
Thomas J. Long, and Edward Schultz. Empathy - A Quality of an Effective Group
Leader
Thomas J. Long and James Schuerger. Participant State During a Weekend
Encounter Experience
Thomas J. Long, James Schuerger, and Robert Menges . Personality Factors and
Sensitivity Increase due to Three-Week Encounter Group Training
Thomas J. Long, James Schuerger, and Robert Menges. Sensitivity Increase due to
Weekend Encounter Group Experience
Arnold L. Miller, and Paul Sinclair. Patient Satisfaction with Community Mental
Health Center Services
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Title: The Effect of Special Placement Upon Retarded Children's Self-
Perception.
Principal investigators and departments: Russell A. Chadbourn, and Faite
R. Mack (Edl. Psych.)
Purpose: Examine differential change, if any, in those children classified
as mentally retarded and placed in a special class versus those
classified as mentally retarded and not placed in a special class
Subjects: Elementary school children in selected Chicago schools
Methods: Correlations, and t-tests
Date initiated: November 1969 Estimated terminal date: May 1970
Title: Empathy—A Quality of an Effective Group Leader
Principal investigators and departments: Thomas J. Long and Edward Schultz
(Edl. Psych.)
Subjects: Twenty psychologists and 80 weekend participants
Cooperating or supporting groups: Extension Service-University Research
Board
Date initiated: June 1, 1969 Estimated terminal date: June 15, 1970
Additional staff: Glen Hamilton and Nitza Yarom, Research Assistants
Title: Participant State During a Weekend Encounter Experience
Principal investigators and departments: Thomas J. Long and James Schuerger
(Edl. Psych.)
Purpose: Investigate measured state of participants during a weekend
encounter experience.
Subjects: Volunteers participating in weekend groups
Major findings thus far: Similar profiles on two separate occasions March
and August
Methods: Replicated-Repeated Maasures
Cooperating or supporting groups: Extension Service-University Research Board
Date initiated: June 1, 1969 Estimated terminal date: June 15, 1970
Additional staff: Don Bosshart, Research Associate
Title: Personality Factors and Sensitivity Increase due to Three-Week
Encounter Group Training
Principal investigators and departments: Thomas J. Long, James Schuerger, and
Robert Menges (Edl. Psych)
Purpose: To ascertain the effect of the training on the measured sensitivity
of its participants and to ascertain the effect of personality on
the measured sensitivity of the trainees, and the interaction of
personality and training on sensitivity.
Subjects: Sixty workshop trainees
Methods: Pre-test, post-test with control group
Cooperating or supporting groups: Extension Service-University Research Board
Date initiated: June 1, 1969 Estimated terminal date: June 15, 1970
Additional staff: Donald Bosshart, Research Associate; Nitza Yarom and Glen
Hamilton, Research Assistants
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Title: Sensitivity Increase due to Weekend Encounter Group Experience
Principal investigators and departments: Thomas J. Long, James Schuerger, and
Robert Menges (Edl. Psych.)
Purpose: To ascertain the effect of a weekend encounter group experience on
subject scores on the Cline Interpersonal Perception Scales
Subjects: 200 weekend encounter group participants
Cooperating or supporting groups: Extension Service—University Research Board
Date initiated: June 1, 1969 Estimated terminal date: June 15, 1970
Additional staff: Don Bosshart, Research Associate
Title: Patient Satisfaction with Community Mental Health Center Services
Principal investigators, and departments: Arnold L. Miller, and Paul Sinclair
(Psychology)
Purpose: To determine patient attitude toward community mental health services
they received.
Subjects: Counseling admissions
Methods: Questionnaire
Cooperating or supporting groups. The Department of Mental Health, State of
Illinois
Date initiated: March, 1969 Estimated terminal date: February, 1971
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION
Paul C. Violas and Clarence Karier. A History of Twentieth Century American
Education
Earle F. Zeigler and Marianna Trekell. History, Philosophy, and International
Aspects of Physical Education and Sport
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Title: A History of Twentieth Century American Education
Principal investigators and departments: Paul Violas and Clarence Karier
(Hist, and Phil, of Ed.)
Purpose: To examine the historical development of twentieth century American
education.
Methods : Historical
Date initiated: September 1969 Estimated terminal date: Spring 1971
Title: History, Philosophy, and International Aspects of Physical Education
and Sport
Principal investigators and departments: Earle F. Zeigler (Physical Education
for Men) and Marianna Trekell (Oral History Office)
Purpose: The project described above is one aspect of ongoing development
entitled: "A Comparative Analysis of Educational Values in Selected
Countries with Special Reference to Their Implications for Physical
Education and Sport"
Methods: Philosophical and Descriptive (Comparative)
Cooperating or supporting groups: Proposal submitted to Center for International
Comparative Studies
Date initiated: February, 1970 Estimated terminal date: June, 1970
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PERSONNEL
Fred P. Barnes. Attitudes on Giftedness: Teachers and Students
Fred P. Barnes. The Influence of Five Seminar Conferences on Concepts of
Giftedness
Russell A. Chadboum and Harriett Rossi. A Contrast of Personality Factors
of Teachers and Nurses, Before, During, and After Job Training
Russell A. Chadboum and Nona II. Donnelly. Personality Factors Related
to Attitude Toward Science Teaching among Elementary School
Teachers
Anthony J. Diekema. Changing Attitudes and Self-Concepts of Medical Students
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Title: Attitudes on Giftedness: Teachers and Students
Principal investigator and department: Fred P. Barnes (Elementary Education)
Purpose: To compare attitudes of teachers on Gifted Children, and locate
the genesis of the attitudes.
Subjects: 20 inservice teachers and 20 preservice teachers
Methods: Pretest - instruction - posttest
Major findings thus far: Preservice students gave evidence of discrimination
than inservice teachers. The program produced desirable changes
in all participants.
Cooperating or supporting groups: O.S.P.I., Springfield, Illinois
Pate initiated: September, 1968 Estimated terminal date: Indefinite
Title: The Influence of Five Seminar Conferences on Concepts of Giftedness
Principal investigator and department: Fred P. Barnes (Elementary Education)
Purpose: The project concerned preservice and inservice teachers' learnings
through five Seminar Conferences on Concepts of Giftedness. All
conferences were held at Eureka College, Eureka, Illinois
Subjects: 18 preservice students and 24 inservice teachers
Methods: After-Only
Major findings thus far: The influence of the five seminars was approximately
the same for all participants. "Recency" concepts on the education
of gifted children scored higher than the 'traditional" concepts.
Cooperating or supporting groups: O.S.P.I., Springfield, Illinois
Date initiated: September, 1968 Estimated terminal date: June, 1969
Title: A Contrast of Personality Factors of Teachers and Nurses, Before,
During, and After Job Training
Principal investigators and departments: Russell A. Chadbourn and Harriett Rossi
(Educational Psychology)
Purpose: Examine any changes in personality attributes which can be linked to
job environment or training environment.
Subjects: Members of future teachers and future nurses clubs, student teachers
and student nurses, experienced teachers and experienced nurses.
Date initiated: November, 1969 Estimated terminal date: May, 1970
Title: Personality Factors Related to Attitude Toward Science Teaching
among Elementary School Teachers
Principal investigators and departments: Russell A. Chadbourn, Mona M. Donnelly
(Educational Psychology)
Purpose: Develop screening device to identify those persons likely to do a
poor job of teaching elementary school science.
Subjects: Teachers in 3 Illinois towns and student teachers at University of
Illinois
Methods: Scores on Ewing Personality Test contrasted with attitudes as measured
by semantic differential
Date initiated: October, 1969 Estimated terminal date: March, 1970
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Title: Changing Attitudes and Self-Concepts of Medical Students
Principal investigator and department: Anthony J. Diekema (Higher Education)
Purpose: To assess attitude and self-concept change in medical students
Subjects: Medical Students - Class of 1968 - Longitudinal
Methods: Administration of questionnaire and assessment instrument at
beginning - midpoint - and end of medical school experience
Major findings thus far: See OAR Research and Statistical Report
Publication references and/or plans: OAR Research and Statistical Report
Cooperating or supporting groups: (1) Office of Admissions and Records
(2) Center for Study of Medical Education
Date initiated: Fall, 1969 Estimated terminal date: Fall, 1970
Additional staff:
Miss Betty Kersh, Research Associate 1967-69
Miss Ruth Hunt, Research Associate 1969-70
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TEACHING AS A PROCESS
Wesley C. Becker and Siegfried Engelmann. Englemann-Becker Model, Follow Through
Project
Russell A. Chadboum and James Coulthurst. The Effect of Lag Between Lecture and
Discussion on Attitude and Achievement of Philosophy Students
Ben Cox and Joseph Carter. Logical Aspects of Teaching Social Studies
Kenneth B. Henderson and Thomas J. Cooney. An Analysis of Ways Mathematics
Teacher Assist Students in Organizing Their Cognitive Knowledge
William D. Johnson and Dan Delaney. Techniques for Supervising Laboratory Practice
Robert J. Menges and Robert Harx. Instructional Effectiveness with SEOP Students
David Phillips. The Application of Operant Techniques in Classroom Management
Richard T. Scanlan. Computer Applications to. the Teaching of Beginning and
Intermediate Latin
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Title: Engelmann-Becker Model, Follow Through Project
Principal investigators and departments: Wesley C. Becker, and Siegfried Engelmann
(Educational Psychology and Psychology)
Purpose: Comparison of approaches to teaching disadvantaged children and
providing for change in educational institutions.
Subjects: Reading, Language, Arithmetic, Science
Methods: Comparison of a number of teaching models and control groups.
Comparison of progress of program children with that of prior
non-program groups
Cooperating or supporting groups: U.S. Office of Education, Follow Through,
Head Start, Stanford Research Institute
Date initiated: June 30, 1968 Estimated terminal date: Indefinite
Additional staff:
Jessica Daniel, Assistant Professor
Don R. Thomas, research asst.
Glenda Fox, educ. spec.
Linda McRoberts, educ. spec.
Douglas Carnine, asst. educ. spec.
Jean Osborn, educ. spec.
Pat Holloway, asst. educ. spec.
Martin Siegal, asst. educ. spec.
Bea Mills, asst. educ. spec.
Marge Kalman, asst. educ. spec.
Peggy Immel, educ. spec.
Susan Rice, asst. educ. spec.
Carol Morimitsu, research asst.
Kay Green, educ. spec.
Pat Rugh Mahan, educ. spec.
Susan Stearns, asst. educ. spec.
Corene Walker, research asst.
Shirley Robinson, research asst.
Beth Halcrow, research asst.
Title: The Effect of Lag Between Lecture and Discussion on Attitude and
Achievement of Philosophy Students
Principal investigators and departments: Russell A. Chadbourn and James
Coulthurst (Educational Psychology)
Purpose: To determine the most suitable time lapse between lecture and
discussion groups.
Subjects: U. of I. Philosophy of Education students
Methods: ANOVA with differential lag as treatment and attitude (as expressed
by semantic differential) and achievement (final exam grade) as
criterion scores
Date initiated: October, 1969 Estimated terminal date: February, 1970
Title: Logical Aspects of Teaching Social Studies
Principal investigators and departments: Ben Cox and Joseph Carter (Sec. t
Cont. Ed.)
Description of explanation models in social studies teaching.
Protocol production.
Social Science teachers , high school
Video Tape analysis; logical analysis
Major findings thus far: identification of basic explanation models.
Date initiated: July, 1969 Estimated terminal date: August, 1970
Purpose:
Subjects
Methods
:
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Title: An Analysis of Ways Mathematics Teachers Assist Students in Organiz-
ing Their Cognitive Knowledge
Principal investigators and departments: Kenneth B. Henderson and Thomas J.
Cooney (Sec. and Cont. Ed.)
Subjects: Ten teachers of mathematics classes ranging from the seventh grade
to advanced mathematics in high school
Methods: Audio tapes of 44 classroom sessions were made and the transcripts
of these were analyzed. Interpretation was made by using theory of
relations.
Major findings thus far: A model was designed using the theory of relations. It
was assumed that organization of knowledge takes place, in part, by
means of logical relations. Four of these were identified: deduction,
induction, classifying, and analyzing. These categories were sub-
divided into subcategories and each of these subcategories was
explicated by considering them as relations, that is, sets of ordered
pairs. Using this search model, the transcripts were analyzed to
determine which of the relations teachers used in their classes. Of
the deductive relations, it was found that teachers employ both the
explaining relation and the implicating relation in a wide variety
of situations. Within the category of induction, no cases of the use
of the abstracting relation was found, however, some use of the
generalizing relation, which might be assumed to be based implicitly
on the abstracting relation was found. The two types of classifying
relations, set membership and set inclusion, were used by the teachers.
The three kinds of analyzing relations, viz., analysis, specifying, and
characterizing, were all used. The first occurred infrequently; the
other two were found in a wide variety of contexts
.
Date initiated: August, 1968 Estimated terminal date: September, 1969
Title: Techniques for Supervising Laboratory Practice
Principal investigators and departments: William D. Johnson and Dan Delaney
(Sec. and Cont. Ed.)
Purpose: Compare several approaches to supervision of student teachers, under-
graduate teacher education students
Methods: Repeated measures to determine shifts in desired direction
Cooperating or supporting groups: U. S. Office of Education
D _:->. initiated: September 1, 1969 Estimated terminal date: June 30, 1970
Title: Instructional Effectiveness with SEOP Students
Principal investigators and departments: Robert J. Menges and Robert Marx
Educational Psychology and Psychology
Purpose: To identify correlates of achievement in psychology courses for SEOP
students. Observe effects on achievement and satisfaction of various
instructional conditions (e.g., programmed text, illustrative data
generated by students themselves)
Subjects: Students in Psych 105 Fall 68 and Fall 69. Matched samples of
Psych 100 students.
Cooperating or supporting groups: Funds from University Research Board
Date initiated: June, 1969 Estimated terminal date: June, 1970
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Title: The Application of Operant Techniques in Classroom Management
Principal investigator and department: David II. Phillips (Educational Psychology^
Purpose: To train teachers and paraprofessionals in the use of operant
techniques in the public school classroom
Subjects: Elementary school teachers
Methods: Gathering of baseline data, then implementing treatment and
monitering deviance from baseline. Data is behavioral and achieve-
ment in nature
.
Major findings thus far: Systematic use of operant techniques in the classroom
dramatically effect the behavior and academic performance of the
students.
Cooperating or supporting groups: E.S.L.A. Title III
Date initiated: June, 1968 Estimated terminal date: June, 1970
Additional staff: Mrs. Ann Horton, Research Assistant
Title: Computer Applications to the Teaching of Beginning and Intermediate
Latin
Principal investigator and department: Richard T. Scanlan (Secondary Education
and Classics)
Purpose: To determine what computer-assisted-instruction can contribute to
language learning
Major findings thus far: Reported in February 1970 issue of Illinois Journal
of Education
Date initiated: July 1, 1968 Estimated terminal date: Indefinite
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LEARNING AS A PROCESS
Richard Anderson, Donald Bitzer, William llontague and Charles Osgood. Character-
istics of Instruction Which Affect Meaningful Learning and Remembering
Terry Denny and Samuel Weintraub. Longitudinal Study of Children's Perceptions
of Learning to Read
Arden Grotelueschen. Influence of Cognitive and Affective Factors on Adult
Learning: Three Experimental Studies
Kennedy T. Hill. Test Anxiety and Social Reinforcement with Children
John L. Locke. Parameters of Articulation Learning
John L. Locke. Psycholinguistic Studies of Normal and llentally Retarded Children's
Language Learning
Stephen P. Quigley. The Development and Description of Syntactic Structure in the
Language of Deaf Children
Keith G. Scott. Short-term liemory in the Retarded Child
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Title: Characteristics of Instruction Which Affect Meaningful Learning
and Remembering
Principal investigators and departments: Richard Anderson, Donald Bitzer,
William Montague and Charles Osgood. (Educational Psychology)
Purpose: Investigation of variables affecting the learning and remembering
of connected discourse
Subjects: High school and college students
Cooperating or supporting groups: Advanced Research Project Agency
Date initiated: June, 1969
Title: Longitudinal Study of Children's Perceptions of Learning to Read
Principal investigators and departments : Terry Denny (Educational Psychology
and CIRCE) and Samuel Weintraub (Indiana University)
Major findings thus far: Initial percepts of kindergarten children continue
to remain stable after four years.
Estimated terminal date: March, 1971
Title: Influence of Cognitive and Affective Factors on Adult Learning;
Three Experimental Studies
Principal investigator and department : Arden Grotelueschen (CIRCE)
Purpose: To study various aspects of adult cognitive functioning.
Subjects: Approximately 400 adults
Methods: Factorial
Cooperating or supporting groups: Bureau of Research, USOE
Date initiated: April 1, 1969 Estimated terminal date: March 31, 1971
Additional staff: Duncan McQuarrie and Larry Rosenkoetter, Research assistants
Title: Test Anxiety and Social Reinforcement with Children
Principal investigator and department: Kennedy T. hill, (Psychology)
Purpose: One series of studies has focused on the factors which determine
the effectiveness of social reinforcement from adults on children's
learning and performance. Other studies investigate the effects
of test anxiety in elementary school children's intellectual and
personality function. Research on achievement motivation and
learning in children is also under way.
Subjects: Elementary and kindergarten children
Major findings thus far: Most studies involve approximately 80-130 subjects;
most studies involve experimental designs and a focus on individual
difference variables such as sex, age, and test anxiety.
Cooperating or supporting groups: National Institute of Mental Health
Date initiated: Spring, 1970
Additional staff: James Browning, research assistant
Janette Palmer, pre-doctoral fellow
Grame Watts, independent research collaboration
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Title: Parameters of Articulation Learning
Principal investigator and department: John L. Locke (Graduate College; Speech)
Purpose: To understand the determinants of articulation learning so that chil-
dren's speech remediation can be pursued more effectively
Subjects: 4-8 years of age, males and females of normal hearing, intelligence,
and health status; drawn from various sources
Methods : Experimental phoneme - learning paradigm
Publication references and/or plans: ASHA and APA journals
Additional staff: Jeffrey Goldstein, Forrest Umberger
Title: Psycholinguistic Studies of Normal and Mentally Retarded Children's
Language Learning
Principal investigator and department: John L. Locke (Graduate College; Speech)
Purpose: Gain understanding of psychological processes used by normal and
mentally retarded children in acquiring a linguistic system
Subjects: Children of normal and sub-normal intelligence
Methods: Longitudinal and cross-sectional scrutiny of linguistic sophistication
Publication references and/or plans: ASHA or LSA journals
Date initiated: Early in 1970 Estimated terminal date: Continuing
Title: The Development and Description of SyntacticeStructure in the Language
of Deaf Children
Principal investigator and department: Stephen P. Quigley (Special Education)
Purpose: The program of research in this project will use transformational-
generative grammar as a model for the study of the comprehension and
production of syntactic structures by deaf children and youth. It is
anticipated that such study will lead to: (1) determination of syn-
tactic patterns in the language comprehension and production of deaf
children and youth; (2) description of rules by which the syntactic
patterns are generated; (3) construction of a grammar which will
describe the phrase-structure and transformational rules available to
deaf children and youth at various age levels and how these rules
differ from the phrase-structure and transformational rules of English;
(A) a long range objective—the development of materials for the
assessment and teaching of certain syntactic structures.
Subjects: Deaf children. We have both a cross-sectional sampling and a longi-
tudinal sampling of children approximately 10-18 years old.
Methods: An analysis traditionally and transformationally of the structure of
the writing of deaf children.
Cooperating or supporting groups: U. S. Office of Education
Date initiated: June, 1969 Estimated terminal date: in five years
Additional staff:
Paula S. Menyuk - Consultant in Transformational-Generative Grammar
from M.I.T.
Alice H. Streng - Consultant on the Teaching of Language to Deaf
Persons from University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
J. Geis - Research Associate
Barbara Babbini - Research Associate
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Title: Short-term Memory in the Retarded Child
Principal investigator and department: Keith G. Scott. (Children's Research
Center, IREC, and Psychology)
Purpose: Basic research on memory leading eventually to a psychometric
desire
Subjects: Retarded and normal children
Method: Experimental and multivariate
Major findings thus far: The role of variables controlling memory has been
explored.
Publication references and/or plans: Review chapter of the literature has
appeared in the Int . Rev , of Mental Retardation Vol. 3 and an
empirical findings review will appear in Vol. 5.
Cooperating or supporting groups: Lincoln State School, Lincoln Illinois
and the Division of Mental Retardation Services, Illinois State
Dept. of Mental Health.
Date initiated: 1965 Estimated terminal date: long-term
Additional staff: .Carol Sohn, Research Associate
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MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION
Thomas S. Baldwin. Development of Achievement Measures for Trade and Technical
Education
Terry Denny. Educational Materials Evaluation Project: EPIE Research Office
Terry Denny and Gordon Hoke. Evaluation of the Illinois State Title III (E.S.E.A.)
Program
Terry Denny, Betty Preston and P. Kenneth Komeski. National Survey of Materials
Evaluation Systems Employed by State Departments of Education
Ernest R. House and Joe M. Steele. Illinois Gifted Program Evaluation
John Salvia. Criterion Validity Study of Four Tests of Color Blindness with
Mentally Retarded Children
J. Harlan Shores. Development of Diagnostic Instruments for Research-Study
Skills in Grades 4, 5, and 6
Douglas Sjogren, J. Thomas Hastings, and Arden Grotelueschen. Evaluation of the
USOE Program Entitled "The Training of Teachers of Teachers"
Robert E. Stake. The Development of Materials for Evaluation of Gifted Projects
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Title: Development of Achievement Measures for Trade and Technical Educat
Principal investigator and department: Thomas S. Baldwin (Votec Ed.)
Purpose: To develop standardized measures of achievement for selected trades
and technologies
Subjects: Post high school, technical school students
Methods : Psychometric
Publication references and/or plans: J. Industrial Teacher Education, Spring,
1969
Cooperating or supporting groups: ESOE
Date initiated: March, 1966 Estimated terminal date: June, 1970
Additional staff: Conard White, Research Assistant
Title: Educational Materials Evaluation Project: EPIE Research Office
Principal investigator and department : Terry Uenny (CIRCE)
Purpose: To create evaluation techniques for assessing the performance
of texts, equipment and supplementary materials purchased by
schools.
Methods: Implementation of Robert Stake's countenance model
Major findings thus far: Schools are willing to support such an attempt to
rationalize their current textbook, equipment and supplementary
materials purchasing practices.
Publication references and/or plans: A professional journal, Educational
Product Report which publishes comprehensive analyses of one
class of materials or equipment each month of the school year.
Subscription $35.00. Editorial Research Office in CIRCE .
Additional staff:
Sue German, research Assistant
Michael Plog, Research Assistant
Title: Evaluation of the Illinois State Title III (E.S.E.A.) Program
Principal investigators and departments: Terry Denny and Gordon Hoke (CIRCE)
Purpose: To conduct an evaluation of the Illinois Network of PACE Projects
Subjects: Twenty sample Title III Projects (of 54)
Methods: Intensive site visit utilizing structured interview questionnaire
and impressionistic notes.
Major findings thus far: Change and innovative practice in education are
more easily described than accomplished. Several excellent
projects which could not have existed without Title 3 risk capital.
Cooperating or supporting groups : Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, State of Illinois, ESEA Title III Office
Date initiated: June, 1969 Estimated terminal date: August, 1969
Additional staff:
David Addison, Research Assistant
Mary Ann Bunda, Research Assistant
> Ellem Burnett, Research Assistant
Dennis Gooler, Research Assistant
Joyce Riley, Research Assistant
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Title: National Survey of iiaterials Evaluation Systems Employed by State
Departments of Education
Principal investigators and departments: Terry Denny (CIRCE), Betty Preston
(EPIE Institute, NYC), and P. Kenneth Komeski (EPIE)
Purpose: To identify the current efforts made by state departments of educa-
tion in evaluating instructional materials.
Methods: Questionnaire, telephone interview, site visit survey in all 50
states.
Major findings thus far: Little leadership if any shown in 40 of the states.
New York, Pennsylvania exercise aggressive leadership. Considerable
doubt concerning the effectiveness of any extant evaluation system
found in the survey. Recommendations for building an effective
system will be outlined.
Publication references and/or plans: Findings to be presented in comprehensive
report and to be published in Educ. Product Report.
Cooperating or supporting groups: N. Y. State Department of Education in col-
laboration with Illinois, N. C, I,'. J., Del., Tex., Calif., and Penn.
State Education Agencies
Date initiated: March, 1969 Estimated terminal date: December, 1969
Additional staff: Sue German
Title: Illinois Gifted Program Evaluation
Principal investigators and departments: Lrnest R. House and Joe II. Steele (CIRCE)
Purpose: Evaluation of statewide gifted program
Methods: Surveys, observations, interviews, classroom interaction analysis,
rating scales.
Major findings thus far: Gifted classes are superior to non-gifted in teaching
for higher level thought processes and in promoting a more active
student role; demonstration centers are very effective at making
teachers aware and accepting of new programs but less effective at
implementing the new programs; summer training institutes are the
most effective means of changing teacher behavior.
Cooperating or supporting groups: Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction
Publication references and/or plans:
1. Policies of the Illinois Plan for Program Development for Gifted
Children
2. Training Materials for Gifted Evaluation Institute, University of
Illinois, July 29-August 9, 1963
3. A Preliminary Assessment of the Illinois Gifted Program
4
.
The Report on the 1968 Summer Institute on Evaluation, University
of Illinois, July 29-August 9, 1968
5. The Visibility and Clarity of Demonstrations, and Appendices
6 Dimensions of the Class Activities Questionnaire
7 The Illinois Demonstration Centers— The Visitors' View
8. Instructional Climate in Illinois Gifted Classes
Date initiated: September, 1967 Estimated terminal date: July, 1970
Additional staff: Stephen Lapan and Thomas Kerins
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Title: Criterion Validity Study of Four Tests of Color Blindness with
Ilentally Retarded Children
Principal investigator and department: John Salvia (Spec. Ed.)
Purpose: Evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of 4 tests of color vision when
used with mentally retarded children.
Subjects: About 100 institutionalized mentally retarded males
Methods: Correlational study
llajor findings thus far: Very poor inter-test correlations—both in raw score
and diagnosis
Cooperating or supporting groups: University of Illinois Pvesearch Board
Date initiated: June, 1969 Estimated terminal date: June, 1970
Additional staff: J. Ysseldyke
Title: Development of Diagnostic Instruments for Research-Study Skills in
Grades 4, 5, and 6
Principal investigator and department: J. Harlan Shores (Elem. Ed.)
Purpose: To develop a diagnostic instrument for research-study skills in
grades 4 , 5 , and 6
Subjects: Fifth grade students in Rockford , Illinois, Park Forest, Illinois
and Livingston, Alabama
Cooperating or supporting groups: U. S. Office of Education
Date initiated: June 1, 1969 Estimated terminal date: August 31, 1970
Additional staff: Mary C. Hewland, Education Specialist
Title: Evaluation of the USOE Program Entitled The Training of Teachers
of Teachers 1 '
Principal investigators and departments: Douglas Sjogren, J. Thomas Hastings,
and Arden Grotelueschen (CIRCE)
Purpose: To evaluate this year's work in the TTT program
Subjects: Fifty-eight TTT Projects
Methods: Descriptive
Cooperating or supporting groups: Consortium of Professional Associations
Date initiated: February 1, 1969 Estimated terminal date: June 30, 1970
Additional staff:
Margaret Pjojian, Research Assistant
Gary Storm, Research Assistant
David Addison, Research Assistant
Clencie Cotton, Research Assistant
Title: The Development of Materials for Evaluation of Gifted Projects
Principal investigator and department: Robert E. Stake (Ed. Psych, and CIRCE)
Purpose: The purpose of this project is to develop a collection of well-
integrated evaluation procedures, instruments, and materials for use
by gifted project personnel in Illinois elementary and secondary
schools
.
Using these materials, CIRCE will attempt to facilitate evalua-
tion planning and operation in projects supported by the Illinois Plan
for Gifted Children. Efforts will be made to develop training
procedures through which these evaluation materials may become familiar,
practical, and desirable to gifted project personnel.
Additional staff: Douglas Sjogren and Gordon Hoke, Research Associates: Dennis
Gooler, James K. Anderson, Harry Robinson, Jr., Alan R. Coller, and
Pamela Rubovits, Research Assistants
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UNCLASSIFIED PROJECTS
The following projects could not be classified readily with those reported
in other sections:
Jacquetta H. Burnett. Anthropological Study of the Culture of Schools
Richard J. Colwell, and Douglas R. DiBianco. Aesthetic Education Project
Jack A. Easley, Jr., and Klaus G. Hitz . Analysis of Cognitive Behavior in
Children
J. K. Hook, Paul H. Jacobs, Raymond D. Crisp and representatives of nineteen
other Illinois colleges and universities. Illinois State-wide
Curriculum Study for Preparation of Secondary School English
Teachers (ISCPET)
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Title: Anthropological Study of the Culture of Schools
Principal investigator and department: Jacquetta H. Burnett (Sec. and Cont . Ld.)
Purpose: To study the bases for occupational disability of Puerto Rican youth
in cultural conflicts in the school.
Subjects: Twenty Puerto Rican youths in Chicago, and 10 non-Puerto Rican youths;
The families of each; the teachers of each.; plus a Puerto Rican boys
gang.
Methods: Anthropological field techniques: participant observation; interviews;
questionnaires; event analysis
Cooperating or supporting groups: Social and Rehabilitation Service of HEW
Date initiated: October 1, 1968 Estimated terminal date: June 30, 1970
Additional staff:
A. Sua Loy, linguist, consultant
Geoffrey Driver, research assistant
Dale Good, research assistant
Sally Wolfe, research assistant
Mercedes Calles, bilingual secretary
Sandra Pearlman, bilingual research assistant
Maria del Carmen Cruz, bilingual research assistant
Thomas Herod, bilingual field interviewer
Victor Gonzalez, bilingual field interviex^er
David Rodriguez, bilingual field interviewer
Title: Aesthetic Education Project
Principal investigators and departments: Richard J. Colwell and Douglas R. DiBianco
(Sec. and Cont. Ed.)
Major findings thus far: Philosophical considerations of aesthetic education;
analyses of masterworks in music and painting; lessons based on analyses;
Japanese Sumi-e textbook; non-western music questionnaire
Publication references and/or plans: article, Richard Colwell, "An Approach to
Aesthetic Education," Bulletin of the ''Council for Research in Music
Education," Urbana, Bulletin No. 17, 1969
Estimated terminal date: Saptember, 1970
Title: Analysis of Cognitive Behavior in Children
Principal investigators and departments: J. A. Easley, Jr., (Elem. Ed.) and
Klaus G. Witz (Math)
Purpose: To reexamine phenomena reported by Piaget and other cognitive psycholo-
gists with a more adequate analytical technique and with video-tape
recordings
.
Subjects: Children K-9
Methods: Individual interviews centered on physical apparatus, video-taped,
analyzed for cognitive-structural representations.
Major findings thus far: Takes about 20 hours to analyze one hour of tape
Cooperating or supportirg groups: Curriculum Laboratory, Math Department, Research
Board
Publication references and/or plans: "On Piaget 's Grouping I : Curriculum Lab
Working Paper Ho. 13 to be published, in French, in Archives de
Psychologie ; "The representation of cognitive processes and structure"
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Title: Illinois State-wide Curriculum Study for Preparation of Secondary
School English Teachers (ISCPET)
Principal investigators and departments: J. U. liook, Paul H. Jacobs, and
Raymond D. Crisp (English) plus representatives of nineteen other
Illinois colleges and universities.
Purpose: To design ways to improve preparation of secondary school teachers
of English.
Methods: a. Meetings of representatives from the twenty colleges, b. Work
within each college to improve its preparatory program in eight of
ISCPET recommendations, c. Thirty-three special research studies.
Publication references and/or plans: a. Final report, disseminated through-
out the nation, b. What Every English Teacher Should Know, to be
published by National Council of Teachers of English, c. Sub-
reports, given wide dissemination
Cooperating or supporting groups: U.S.O.E. financial support, nineteen other
Illinois colleges and universities
Date initiated: August, 1964
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Projects in progress at the Children's Research Center. (Further information
concerning these projects may be obtained from II. J. Ellis, Director).
Hoeft, G. Locus of control and goal setting as determinants of performance among
mentally retarded.
* T*rtens, R., and Landers, D. Motor performance under stress: A test of the
inverted U hypothesis.
Williams, I. D. Proactive interference in a gradually acquired motor task.
Bishop, D., Chace, A., Gillespie, J., and Witt, P. Creativity and complexity in
children's play as related to home rearing environment and parental
conceptual systems.
Ellis, M. J., and Wade, II. G. Biorhythms in the activity of free-ranging children
Ellis, M. J., and Witt, P. Methylphenidate and the activity of free-ranging
emotionally disturbed boys.
Ellis, M. J., Wuellner, L., and Witt, P. Gross activity of children at play.
Gramza, A. F. Analysis of stimulus parameters affecting the play of preschool
children.
Gramza, A. F. Stereotypies in normal preschool children.
Landers, D. M. The expression of power in children's play groups.
Linford, A. G. , McQuarrie, K. A., Jeanrenaud , C. Y., and Witt, P. Play patterns
of Down's syndrome children.
McQuarrie, K. , Ellis, II. J., and Witt, P. Children's movement in the vertical
plane.
Martens, R. , and Kennedy, D. An analysis of preschool children's social inter-
action while playing.
Solomon, E. Colored block play of three-four year old children.
Landers, D. M. Psychological femininity and the prospective female physical
educator.
Landers, D. M. , and Martens, R. Ordinal position, stress, and motor performance.
Linford, II., McDonald, M.
, and Ellis, II. J. Learning to dress.
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The following projects' have been reported previously. Further information
can be obtained from the principal investigator.
Title: Research in Remedial Guidance of Young Retarded Children with
Behavioral Problems
Principal investigators and departments: Sidney W. Bijou and Thomas Sajwaj
(Psych)
Title: Philosophy of Education: An Organization of Topics and Literature
Principal investigator and department: Harry S. Broudy (Hist. & Phil, of Ed.)
Title: Personality Traits of College Women in Beginning Swimming
Principal investigator and department: llarjorie M. Harris (P. E. for Women)
Title: Changing Occupational Skills and Requirements Heeded by Office
Employees and Technological Developments in Office Equipment and
Procedures and the Implications for Office Education in the
Seventies
Principal investigator and department: Anna llahaffey (Voc. Tec. Ed.)
Title: Guided Independent Study of a Foreign Language in High School
Principal investigator and department: David W. Pease (Uni. High)
Title: Industrial Arts Curriculum Project (joint effort with the Ohio
State University)
Principal investigators and departments: Henry J. Sredl (Voc. Tec. Ed.)
Lux, Ray, Buffer, and Jenkins (at the Ohio State University)
Title: Impact of Industrialization on a Rural Region (Educational Aspects)
Principal investigator and department: Gene F. Summers (Sociology)
Title: Rural Education - Disadvantaged Youth
Principal investigators and departments: Hollie Thomas, Lloyd J. Phipps, and
David Williams (Voc. Tec. Ed.)
Title: Attrition of Special Education Personnel
Principal investigator and department: Richard F. Uhlir (Special Ed.)
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PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS
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